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ABSTRACT

The paper presents a classification

of Estonian onomatopoeic words worked out

by the author. The inventory of Estonian

onomatopoeia (735 onomatopes) is examined

within the framework of the universal

classification of onomatopes worked out

by S“ Voronin.

INTRODUCTION

The past decade has seen growing in-

terest in the study of various iconic as-

pects of language. Of particular interest

is the emergence of typological studies in

the field of phonosemantics. The ground-

work for typological studies in the field

of onomatopoeia was laid down by s. Voro-

nin in his universal classification of

onomatopes /1/.
Onomatopoeia as a phonosemantic sub-

system can be viewed as modelling extra-

1 nguistic acoustic phenomena by means of

the phonological structure of words in a

given language. Accordingly, onomatopoeia

is approached from the extralinguistic

point of view, the classification of ono-

matopes being based on the typology of

extralinguistic sounds. It should be em-

phasized that an onomatope as a model is

a double approximation of an extralinguis-

tic sound /2/. At first the extralinguis-

tic sound'is channelled by the human ear

and then the model is built up by means

of the phonological structure of a lan—

guage. The linguistic sign being a linear

entity, the individual properties of a

complex sound can only be conveyed succes-

sively. The extralinguistic and typologie-

81 approach in the study of onomatopoeia

brings to the fore the deep-set universal

isomorphic features that otherwise would

not be self—evident.
The present paper is an attempt to

apply the principles of the universal

classification of onomatopes to the study

of Estonian onomatopoeia. The subject is

of considerable interest since Estonian,

as well as other Balto-Finnic languages,

is noted for its rich repertoire of ono-

matopoeic and descriptive resources /3/.

A CLASSIFICATION OF ESTONIAN ONOMATOPES

CLASS A. INSTANTS

%y%%_;; Instants
a ern 1

LAT/HAS DENT
{PLOS+)A§SON 2

FRICSIB +v‘o’<:+1=xos(s)

< AFFR

ERIC
Examples: IKK-TAKK - tick-tack (of a

clock); K PS - a light clicking sound;

KLUKSuma - to make a sound like water

flowing unevenly out of an opening, esp.

in the throat; NAPS - snap, the sound of

closin the jaws quickly; SIDistama - (of
a bird? to make a succession of short rap-

id sounds, twitter; VIDistama - (idem).

CLASS B. CONTINUANTS

Type II. Tonal Continuants

Pattern 2

cons '+ WK: (+co1vs‘s))

Examples: PIIP-PIIP - beep-beep, the high-

itched tone of a motor horn or telephone;

UUT-TUUT - toot-toot, the low-pitched

sounds of a horn: SIITSuma - (of young
birds) to cheep; VIIKSuma - (of small
birds) to make a thin high-pitched sound,

to squeak.

Pattern 3

<cous+). 96c + soT/NAS DENT

Examples: UNdama - to hoot (of sirens,

communication lines); LLLLLLL - (occas.)

fhe monotonous sound of communication

nee.

T e III. Pure Noise Continuants

Fagtern I

ERIC“ LAT i mos
T—LOS + (SON +) VOC + W

Examples: SISisema -.to give a high-pitch-

ed prolonged sibilant sound, hiss; SOSis-
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tama - to whisper; IbHisema - tb make the
sound of tempestuous flames; SIUH - thesound of cutting through the air with a
high-pitghedhghistling noise, swish- KAHi-sema a o w s er gently thro h theleaves (of wind), to swish (ofuglothes);karSOSS - the sound of an object enteringsand, swish- HABisema - (of wind) to whis-per gently through the leaves.

Type IV. Tone-Noise-continuants
Pattern 5

FRIC' i=4 FRIC“m+voc+fim

Examples: VIHisema - to make a noismoving very fast, whizz, to whistlee(6¥wind); VISisema - to make a continuoushissing sound (of wet logs burning), fizz-VIUH - (of an object) the sound of whizz-,ing through the air; HUEisema - to make aigzedgll cogtinuoui buzz; SUMisema - tomono onous owflight), buzz. hum (of bees in

CLASS C. FREQUENTATIVES
ype . uaSi- us an equentatives

ern 6

PLos+ SONLAT \/51% ( ) + voc + R + PIos(s)FRIC l‘-——JI
(AFFR

Examples: (P)RAKSuma - to make s d -peated explosive sounds (of ice,ub:::i::logs), crack, crackle; KRAKSti - with asudden sharp explosive sound (as of break-ing). crack; PLARTSti ~ the sound of abody falling into water or sth. wet hit-ting a surface and being flattened- LARTS-ti - With a noise of sth. wet hitting asurface and being flattened- SIRTSuma -to make short sharp sound(s (of smallbirds or insects), chirp; T RTS - a shortsharp, usu. unpleasant low-pitched soundof a horn or a brass instrument.

gype VI. Pure Frequentatives
ern 7

(CONS+) (SONLAT) + 656 + R
Examples: URisema - (of a do ) to makdeep rough throaty sound, grgwl; TIRigega- (of an alarm clock) to make a high-pitched continuous vibrating sound, (of atelephone) to ring; P6Risema - (of an en-gine to make a deep continuous vibratingsound by a succession of quick strokes(of the drum) to roll; SIRistama (of smallbirds) to si in a trilling manner, (ofa grasshopper to chirr; sema - tomake a sound as of tearing (of cloth, pa—per); KORisema - (of dry peas moving in abowl to emit a hollow continuous soundmade by a succession of quick strokes;

PLlRisema - to make a continuous ha
pleasant dissonant blaring noise, rsh un-

Type VII. Tonal Frequentatives
8. ern

(PLOS+) R + V66 (+PLOS(S))

Exam les: KRIIKSuma - to make a rgrat ng sound (of a badly-oiled'gogigggggcreak; KROOKSuma - to make a deep lownoise such as a frog makes, to croak-PRAAKSuma - to make the ch
cry of a duck, to quack: Rgifiggggiftégmake a harsh reedy cry of a crake); RUI-
same - (Of a pi ) to make d
sounds, to grung. eep throaty

gype VIII. grequentatives
e Oise uasi-Conti

Pattern 9 nuants

FRIc‘+ 956 + R
fl::::::::::ii

Examples: SURisema - to make a contdgll vibrating sound, to whirr; R5Hin§8§fR H - (of a pig) short rough sounds inthe throat; SORR, SORR, SORR — regularVibrating sounds made by the whirr of theSpgpging-wheel; HURisema - (of big in-vibrating Egggda continuous low-pitched

Type IX. Frequentatives
Tone—Neise Quasi— 'Pattern 1O Continuants

FRICLAB + V56 + R

Examples: VURR VURR - °wh1221ng sounds made b r: ulggpgibigtgié-ing of a spinning-whee ; VSRRa-VORRa -the sound of t e rapid motion of a thresh-gggzmachine; ama - to make a vibrating

HYPERCLASS AB. INSTANTS-CONTINUANTSgypesx. Tonal Postpulse Instants-Contin-
Pattern 11

(mos ) (+SONLAT)+V66+SONNAS/MT+(PMS (5))
Sub-t e A. Short

Examples- TfiNPSuma to. . - make:ggnd: when striking with a h§§5§a§ign$ullec ; PONTSatama - (of a soft heavy Ob‘eaVily with a resounding
to make re eat

Engigaiant soundsx as 0f metal ggrigggg
sgringedmizgiéuiLO¥§Suma - (of playing a

en
dull resonant sounds,tgop;§ggkf repeated
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Sub-type B. Prolonged

Examples: PLDNNima - to play a stringed

instrument carelessly or informally, esp.
without skill; PIMM-PAMM - slow and re-
peated deep resonant sounds of a large
bell; KILL-ROLL - clear resonant sounds
of small bells; TILL - a prolonged high-
pitched ringing sound (as of a small bell).

Pattern 12

PLOS (+SONLAT) + 766

Examples: PIU-PAU - repeated resonant
sound of bells, resoundin discharges of
guns; PLAU - (of the door the sound of
sudden shutting with a bang.

Type XI. Pure Noise Postpulse
Ins an s-Continuants

Pattern 13
LAT :3. ,.

PLOS (+SON ) + VOC + FRIC

Examples: KAUHti - the sound of a sudden
fall into water, splash; PLAUHti - the
loud sound of a sudden fall into water;
TSUHH-TSUHH — a nursery name for a railway
train (imitation of the sound of a steam—
engine).

T e XII. Pure Noise Prepulse
Instants-Continuants
Pattern 14

a V (S)
FRIC + VOC + PLOS

Examples: SAPSima - to strike softly with
a branch of twigs; SOPS — the sound of a
soft blow with a birch-twig.

Type XIII. Tone-Noise Prepulse

Instants-Continuants

Pattern 15

V \J
FRICLAB + voc + PLOS(S)

Examples: VOPSti - the sound of a swish-
ing blow; VIPutama — (dial.) to make
swishing blows with a branch of twigs;
VAPP, VAPP - (of an owl) the sound of
fluttering movements with wings.

T e XIV. Pure Noise-Tonal Prepulse-Post-
puEse Instants-Continuants
Pattern 16

FRICSIB + V66 + SONNAS (+PLOS)

Sub-type A. Short

Example: SUNPama - to make a muffled
sound as in wading through deep snow or
we er.

Sub-type B. Prolonged

Example: SUMMima - to wade splashingly
through water.

T e XV. Tone-Noise - Tonal Prepulse-
Postpulse Instants-Continuants
Pattern 17

V \/
FRICLAB + voc + SONNAS

Sub-t e A. Short (not found in Estonian;
cf. Eng. zonk - (slang) the sound of a
short resonant blow (esp. on the head).

Sub-type B. Prolonged

Examples: VINGuma - (of a bullet) to make
the sound of moving quickly through the
air; VONGuma - (of breaking ice) to make
a booming sound.

HYPERCLASS CAB. FREQUENTATIVES
QUASI—INSTANTS-CONTINUANTS

T e XVI. Tonal Postpulse
QE§§I=Ifi§tants-Continuants
Pattern_18

(PLOS+) R + V66 + SONNAs/LAT (+PLOS(S))
L_____________3

Sub-type A. Short

Examples: PRANTSti — the sound of a re-
sounding vibrating blow caused by a heavy
fall; RONTSatama - (of a heavy object) to
fall with a muffled vibrati blow; TRAM-
Pima - to step heavily with he feet;
MURTSti - the sound of a thundering bang.

Sub-t e B. Prolonged

Examples: PR5MMima - to knock.violent1y
on a door with one's fist; TRUMNima - to
bang forcefully (on a door).

T e XVII. Pure Noise Postpulse
Quasi- ns ants-Continuants
Pattern 19

PLOS + R + V66 + FRIC“

Examples: PRAUH - a loud noise made by a

violent blow, fall or break, crash; KRIUH-
KRAUH - the sound of sudden rapid tearing
of cloth.

Type XVIII. Pure Noise Prepulse
Quas1- ns ants-Continuants ,
Pattern 20

FRICSIB (+SONLAT) + V66 + R + PLOS(S)

Examples: karSORTS - the sudden noise of
a pencil penetrating paper; SLORTS - the
sound of a liquid fal ing on a surface.
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DISCUSSION

The distribution of onomatopes within
different types of onomatopoeia varies
considerably. The most numerous types in
Estonian are I and X (161 and 126 onoma-
topes respectively), which make up 39 per
cent of the whole inventory. They are fol-
lowed by types V (88), II (76), III (69)
and VI (67) totalling 40.8 per cent. The
remaining types cover about one fifth of
the material. Estonian is poorly represent-
ed in Types XIV and XV. No Estonian exam-
ples for Sub—type A, Type XV, could be
found in our material.

In modelling extralinguistic sounds
the principle of homogeneity between the
acoustic parameters of the extralinguistic
sound and the corresponding phonemotypes
is observed. This is one of the reasons
why in onomatopoeia typologically isomor—
phic features dominate. As regards allo-
morphic features, they could be brought
about by a variety of reasons. A possiblesource of allomorphism lies in the phono-
logical redundancy of several types of
onomatopes. For example, to render purenoise .in princigle, only one voiceless .fricative ls nee ed; but Since the maJori-ty of roots contain more than one conso-nant, the other can be considered to beredundant. Phonological redundancy may bemanifested differently in various lan-
guages. Firstly, an extra (redundant)
voiceless fricative may be supplied, e.g.
SUSisema. Secondly, consonants can be
found which do not fulfil any echoic func—tion, e.g. the /k/ in KAHisema; cf. the
Japanese designations of swishing, rus-
tling movement kasa-kasa, goso-goso.
Thirdly, the extra consonan may Signal
sound-symbolic values, e.g. the labial
/p/: the protrusion of the lips in PUHuma- to blow.

Another possible source of allomor-phism lies in the non-stable nature of
affricates. In a group of Estonian onoma-topes the initial affricate has undergoneassibilation, and consequently the initialfricative sibilant in these onomatopes
(Types I, V, and X) can no longer echo theplosive character of the sound.

A characteristic feature of Estonian
Tonal Continuants and Tonal Frequentativesis the occurrence of doublets with longvowels and diphthongs. The onomatopes withdiphthongs denote somewhat shorter sounds.e.g. KIIKSuma KIUKSuma; KRIIKSuma KRIUK-Suma. The phoneme /s/ which occurs finallyin the combinations -ks, -p§ and-ts, e.g.KLUKSuma, NAPS, PRANTSTi is of expressive
character, and serves the purpose of in-tensifying the meaning of the word. In afew onomatopes the "natural" order ofqualitativeuelements is reversed, e.g.MURTSuma, KURisema. A parallel to thisphenomenon can be found in the Nenets ono-matopes mircedas’and mirneles’which havesimilar meanings (in Nenets 7r/ does notoccur in the initial position).

Finally, it should be pointed out
that although in onomatopoeia auditory
motivation prevails, the majority of ono-
matopes manifest the phenomena of sound-
symbolic interference as Well. As a rule,
labial and guttural sounds in the desig-
nations of the sounds made by birds and
animals denote the place of articulation.
Sound-symbolic interference is especially
strong in the designations of bubbling,
e.g. PULisema. VULKSuma, MULKSuma.In such
onomatopes the presence of an initial la-
bial appears to be more important than
that of an initial plosive. Thus, strong
sound-symbolic interference is a force
that makes the patterns of onomatopes
more complicate. A characteristic feature
of Estonian is the fact that the phoneme
/v/ occurs initially in a number of onoma-
topes. In addition to its auditory value
the initial /v/ in Estonian onomatopes is
usually also sound-symbolically motivated.B way of conclusion it should besaid t at the typological study of onomat-o oeia is an emer ing area of research andi remains to be fioped that new studieswill bring to light interesting facts invarious languages of the world.
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Symbols

CONS - consonant
PLOS - plosive
AFFR - affricate
FRIC - fricative
EIB - sibilant

- t e phoneme rSON - sonorant I INAS - nasal
DENT - dental
LAB - labial
LAT - lateral: /l/A — voiceless (e.g. FRICA- voicelessfricative)
v - voiced (e.g. FRIC - voiced fric-ative)

VOC - short vowel
VOC ‘ diphtho or 1

- "either?§.orn ong vowel
brackets for optional components
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